MEDICALLY CLEAR

New Immunotherapy Revolutionizes Cancer Care,
but Guess Where Adverse Events End Up?
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69-year-old man with a history of cancer presented
to our ED on day four of taking
Ceftin for pneumonia with a fever
of 102.5°F and shortness of breath.
He had a history of non-small cell
lung cancer after a wedge resection and hepatocellular carcinoma
after a hepatectomy. His chest
film was read as “patchy airspace
disease over mid- and lower lung
without improvement from prior,”
and he was worked up, treated,
and admitted for severe sepsis.
Sounds like a fairly bread-andbutter emergency department
case, right?
Of course, there was a twist,
which emerged after a CT of the
chest and bronchoscopy demonstrated diffuse ground glass opacity and tracheobronchitis, findings
that resolved with high-dose prednisone. The diagnosis was not
pneumonia but pneumonitis, a
complication of the patient’s cancer treatment—pembrolizumab
(Keytruda), last administered several months before presentation.
Pembrolizumab is one of the
new-generation cancer treatments
that deploys the patient’s immune
system against cancer cells by removing the malignant cells’ ability
to disguise themselves rather than
killing them directly. These checkpoint inhibitors are revolutionizing
oncologic treatment, but are not a
risk-free panacea. We all know
where these patients are likely to
be seen and evaluated when severe
side effects emerge.
Be on the Lookout
Immunotherapy complications have
been receiving some attention from
scientific journals as well as the lay
press this year. Actual data on adverse effect risk, especially for those
with a delayed presentation like our
patient, remain limited. An Annals
of Emergency Medicine study
gives us our best sense of the prevalence and nature of side effects in
practice, albeit with data from a
single and specialized ED setting.
(Ann Emerg Med 2018 Jun 4; doi:
10.1016/j.annemergmed.2018.04.019.)
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